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PROGRAM:

12:15  Registration & coffee
12:45  Take seating in LUX Aula

Session 1  Chair: Professor Stefan Karlsson

13.00 - 13.10  Professor Bo Angelin, Department of Medicine, Karolinska Institute: *Introduction and brief description of the Tobias Foundation*

13.10 - 13.25  Professor Gunnar Juliusson, Lund Stem Cell Center, Lund University: *The impact of the Tobias Registry*

13.25 - 13.55  Professor Jonas Frisén, Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Karolinska Institute: *Personal experiences as a bone-marrow grafted patient and some highlights from recent research*

13.55 - 14.40  Professor Leonard I. Zon, Department of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology, Harvard University, USA: *Changing Stem Cell Fate to Treat Blood Diseases*

14.40 - 15.10  Coffee break

Session 2  Chair: Professor David Bryder

15.10 - 15.35  Principal Investigator Joan Yuan, Division of Molecular Hematology, Department of Laboratory Medicine, Lund University: *Peeling back the layers of B cell complexity*

15.35 - 16.00  Principal Investigator Petter Woll, Department of Medicine, Karolinska Institute: *Identification and therapeutic targeting of leukemic stem cells*

16.00 - 16.40  Professor Nils-Eric Sahlin, Department of Medical Ethics, Lund University: *Ethical aspects on stem cell transplantation*

16.40 - 17.25  Professor Derrick J. Rossi, Department of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology, Harvard University, USA: *Stem cell targeted, non-genotoxic conditioning strategies for bone marrow transplant.*

17.25-17.30  Professor Bo Angelin, Department of Medicine, Karolinska Institute: *Closing remarks and credits*